Proven Financial Strategies
for Public Sector Organizations
All organizations face the challenge of keeping mission-critical IT systems up to date
and running at peak efficiency. But public sector organizations must also deal with
fluctuating budget cycles and intricate regulatory constraints. For almost 30 years,
Oracle Financing has been meeting the unique needs of government agencies —
as well as healthcare and educational institutions — by offering a wide range
of extended payment options that make it easier, faster, and more cost
effective to get the technology needed, when it’s needed.
With Oracle Financing as your partner in structuring IT investments, you can:

Acquire the technology needed now to meet mission-critical requirements

Oracle Financing offers a simple and convenient procurement capability — with
single-source bidding, contracting, and invoicing — to ease the acquisition process
and help meet strategic IT objectives. Flexible payment solutions, which include
standard non-appropriation language, can help organizations acquire and
accelerate the value of Oracle and third-party software, hardware, and services.

FLEXIBILITY
YOU NEED

Leverage a flexible, cost-effective way to acquire IT assets

With a comprehensive portfolio of government-compliant payment options,
Oracle Financing can help organizations improve the value of their IT solutions
while reducing the cost and complexity of acquiring technology assets.

Simplify multi-year budgeting with extended payment plans

With streamlined processes and flexible upgrade options, Oracle Financing can
help organizations keep up with ever-changing technology and financial landscapes.
By mapping payments to deployment across future budgets, up-front costs can be
reduced and predictable payments maintained, making the budgeting process easier.

CHOICE
YOU WANT

Ensure contracts are compliant with government regulations and statutes

Extensive experience working with the public sector has helped Oracle Financing
map out the delicate landscape of government procurement procedures, resulting
in a comprehensive portfolio of regulatory-compliant payment solutions.
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GUIDANCE
YOU DEMAND

GET STARTED TODAY
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